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Abstract 
The vast majority of cancers commandeer the activity of telomerase - the remarkable enzyme 
responsible for prolonging cellular lifespan by maintaining the length of telomeres at the ends 
of chromosomes. Telomerase is only normally active in embryonic and highly proliferative 
somatic cells. Thus, targeting telomerase is an attractive anti-cancer therapeutic rationale 
currently under investigation in various phases of clinical development. However, previous 
reports suggest that an average of 10-15% of all cancers lose the functional activity of te-
lomerase and most of these turn to an Alternative Lengthening of Telomeres pathway (ALT). 
ALT-positive tumours will therefore not respond to anti-telomerase therapies and there is a 
real possibility that such drugs would be toxic to normal telomerase-utilising cells and ulti-
mately select for resistant cells that activate an ALT mechanism. ALT exploits certain DNA 
damage response (DDR) components to counteract telomere shortening and rapid trimming. 
ALT has been reported in many cancer subtypes including sarcoma, gastric carcinoma, central 
nervous system malignancies, subtypes of kidney (Wilm’s Tumour) and bladder carcinoma, 
mesothelioma, malignant melanoma and germ cell testicular cancers to name but a few. A 
recent heroic study that analysed ALT in over six thousand tumour samples supports this 
historical spread, although only reporting an approximate 4% prevalence. This review high-
lights the various methods of ALT detection, unravels several molecular ALT models thought 
to promote telomere maintenance and elongation, spotlights the DDR components known to 
facilitate these and explores why certain tissues are more likely to subvert DDR away from its 
usually protective functions, resulting in a predictive pattern of prevalence in specific cancer 
subsets. 
Key words: telomerase, cancer, Alternative Lengthening of Telomeres, DNA damage response, 
immortality 
Introduction 
Human telomeres are regions of 4-15 kilobases of 
repetitive hexameric (TTAGGGn) DNA sequences at 
the ends of each chromosome  (1). They end with a 
3’-overhang that most likely folds back and invades 
its  complementary  strand  to  form  a  t-loop  (2).  A 
complex of telomere-specific shelterin proteins bind 
and cap telomeres, further preventing chromosomal 
ends  from  being  recognised  as  DNA double  strand 
breaks  (DSB)  by  the  DNA  damage  response  (DDR) 
machinery (3,4). As the lagging strands of telomeres 
are  incapable  of  being  fully  replicated  during  each 
round of cell division, telomeres undergo progressive 
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shortening  during  normal  cellular  proliferation. 
Eventually, they become so short that they trigger the 
DDR,  termed  crisis  (3,5,6).  This  normally  results  in 
replicative  senescence  and  eventually  check-
point-driven cell death, defining cellular lifespan and 
safeguarding an organism against unlimited cellular 
proliferation  and  cancer  (4,7).  The  vast  majority  of 
tumours initially lose the function of important cell 
cycle  checkpoints  such  as  p53  and  Retinoblastoma 
(Rb)  proteins  and  eventually  activate  a  telomere 
maintenance mechanism (TMM). TMMs use either the 
telomerase  enzyme  -  the  holoenzyme  remarkably 
consisting  of  its  own  ribosomal  RNA  sequence 
(hTERC)  and  a  catalytic  enzyme  (hTERT)  that  syn-
thesises new telomeric DNA from its own template 
(8),  or  telomerase-independent  Alternative  Length-
ening of Telomere (ALT) pathways (9)(10).  
During the early stages of human development, 
telomerase  is  needed  to  compensate  for  the  huge 
amount of cell divisions needed to complete embry-
ogenesis and its expression is robustly switched off at 
a later stage (11,12). At birth through to adulthood, 
the  only  cells  that  continue  the  requirement  for  te-
lomerase activity are dividing male germ cell lineages, 
specific  bone  marrow  stem  cells,  activated  lympho-
cytes, and proliferative skin and gastrointestinal cells 
(12).  However,  60-70%  of  immortalised  cell  lines 
grown in tissue culture and an estimated 85-90% of 
cancer tissue overcome this limited proliferative ca-
pacity  by  up-regulating  telomerase  activity 
(4,10,13-16).  Thus,  a  pharmaceutical  interest  in  tar-
geting  telomerase  as  an  anti-cancer  therapeutic  ra-
tionale  is  well  established.  Geron  Corporation’s  in-
travenous  GRN163L  (Imetelstat)  oligonucleo-
tide-based therapy hybridises to the template region 
of hTERC and has completed a Phase I clinical trial in 
patients with chronic lymphocytic leukaemia, multi-
ple myeloma, breast cancer and non-small cell lung 
cancer  (NSCLC)  (17).  Geron’s  most  advanced 
hTERT-based GV1001 (GemVax) vaccine designed to 
raise  immune  cytotoxic  T  cell  responses  against  a 
16-mer peptide from the active site of human hTERT 
is in Phase I & II clinical trials (in NSCLC, hepatocel-
lular carcinoma and non-resectable pancreatic carci-
noma) and in a randomized Phase III clinical trial in 
patients with locally advanced or metastatic pancre-
atic  cancer  (ClinicalTrials.gov  Identifier: 
NCT00425360) (18,19).  
However, it is important to note that i) telomer-
ase-deficient ALT tumours will not respond to these 
therapies, ii) toxic effects in blood and other telomer-
ase-utilising  regenerative  tissue  may  be  limiting 
(Phase I trials of Imeteltstat noted reversible anaemia, 
thrombocytopenia  and  neutropenia  –  although  it  is 
possible that these could be due to off-target effects or 
the concurrent standard chemotherapy used (20,21)) 
iii)  long  treatment  regimes  would  be  required  to 
gradually erode telomeres of varying lengths in par-
ticular  tumours  (22),  iv)  telomerase  inhibition  is 
known  to  have  TMM-independent  effects  on  cell 
growth and telomere length depending on whether 
hTERT or hTERC is targeted (23). Lastly, v) there is a 
significant  possibility  that  such  drugs  would  ulti-
mately select for resistant cells that activate an ALT 
mechanism (24). 
ALT  is  therefore  also  a  potentially  attractive 
drug  target  since  repression  of  ALT  in 
ALT-dependent immortal cell lines results in selective 
senescence and cell death (25). In particular, ALT in-
hibition,  by  siRNA-targeting  of  ALT  components, 
appears to result in a more rapid telomere dysfunc-
tion  (26)(10,27-29)  which  may  increase  therapeutic 
efficacy.  Furthermore,  in  the  equally  established 
pursuit  of  targeting  telomere  DNA  itself  in  cancer 
cells,  early  data from  studies  using  the  macrocyclic 
compound  Telomestatin,  which  binds  to 
G4-quadruplexes commonly formed in G-rich regions 
of DNA such as promoters and telomeres, show ef-
fective  killing  of  telomerase-positive  and  ALT  cell 
lines (30). However, regardless of issues surrounding 
overcoming  drug-like  physical  properties  of 
G4-quadruplex binders, it is not known if their mode 
of action is specific to ALT or TMMs in general since 
approximately half of all gene promoters in the hu-
man  genome  and  many  oncogenic  promoters  e.g. 
c-myc, VEGF, HIF-1a, Bcl-2, Ret, c-kit and KRAS also 
contain  G-rich  sequences  and  are  known  to  form 
G-quadruplexes in vitro (31,32) (for detailed reviews on 
G-quadruplexes see (33,34)). 
Several  caveats  to  specifically  targeting  ALT 
must be considered. It is possible that ALT-positive 
primary tumours could give rise to telomerase reac-
tivated secondary tumours and vice versa especially if 
each TMM is suppressed epigenetically rather than by 
non-functional  mutation/s.  It  has  also  been  shown 
that telomerase can be transfected into an ALT cell 
line  and  appear  active  alongside  ALT  (35).  Lastly, 
there are documented cases of tumors that appear to 
be both telomerase- and ALT-negative, although it is 
possible  that  these  may  just  be  early  tumours  that 
have not yet experienced sufficient telomere shorten-
ing to need a TMM and may simply end up sponta-
neously regressing due to an inability to engage any 
TMM. Spontaneously regressing telomerase-deficient 
Type IVS neuroblastoma may be a classic example of 
this (36,37). This review explores i) how ALT is de-
tected  in  cells  and  tissues,  ii)  unravels  the  escape 
pathways that ALT-positive cells are thought to use,  Journal of Cancer 2012, 3 
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iii) identifies the main components of ALT as poten-
tially attractive drug targets and iv) speculates why 
certain malignancies, recently highlighted in a com-
prehensive survey of ALT across >6000 samples con-
firming previously predicted patterns of ALT preva-
lence across cancers, choose ALT over telomerase re-
activation to achieve immortality. 
The ALT phenotype and ALT detection in 
cell lines and tissue 
ALT was first deduced in human cell lines from 
the fact that some telomerase-deficient lines were able 
to  be  maintained  in  culture  for  many  hundreds  of 
population  doubling  times  (38).  Later  phenotypic 
studies revealed that, unlike telomerase-positive cells, 
ALT-dependent  cells  almost  always  contain  hetero-
geneous  telomere  length  distribution  (38)  and  form 
ALT-associated ‘promyelocytic leukemia (PML) bod-
ies’  or  ‘APBs’  (13,39).  These  phenotypes  are  either 
undetectable  or  have  very  low  levels  of  activity  in 
normal  somatic  cells,  therefore  providing  valuable 
biomarkers for ALT. Here’s how these attributes are 
tested in cell lines and tissue microarrays (TMAs): 
1.  Measuring  telomere  length  is  the  definitive 
method for identifying ALT. One of the hallmarks of 
ALT is telomere length heterogeneity, ranging from 
very  long  (up  to  20kb  –  twice  as  long  as  those  in 
non-ALT  cells)  to  very  short  telomeres.  A  gradual 
erosion of telomere length in ALT+ cells is usually at 
the 50kb per cell division rate and critically short te-
lomeres  at  a  cell’s  crisis  point  are  then  thought  to 
re-stimulate  ALT  mechanism/s.  These  varied  and 
fluctuating lengths of telomeres can be measured by 
terminal restriction fragment Southern blotting, fluo-
rescence in-situ hybridisation (FISH) and single telo-
mere length analysis (STELA) on chromosomal met-
aphase spreads. These labour intensive methods can 
be  applied  to  cell  lines  and  formalin  fixed  paraf-
fin-embedded (FFPE) human tissue biopsies or TMAs 
tissues  only  with  well-preserved  genomic  material 
but are low throughput for screening large numbers 
of  compounds  for  finding  ALT  inhibitors.  Further-
more, in order to demonstrate cells can maintain te-
lomeres for sufficient periods of time, at least 20 dou-
bling times are needed in tissue culture, dramatically 
reducing  practicality  and  are  not  that  sensitive  to 
subtle TMM activities (40).  
2.  The  TRAP  (telomere  repeat  amplification 
protocol)  assay  has  been  a  long-established 
PCR-based  tool  for  measuring  telomerase  activity 
(8,41-45). This is a quantitative assay but only amena-
ble to detection in fresh or frozen cell/tissue samples, 
and  since  telomerase  requires  its  RNA  template 
component, the assay is subject to degradation due to 
RNA instability and to tissue-derived PCR inhibitors. 
This may have accounted for false-positive summaries 
of  over-all  ALT  status  across  tissues  that  has  been 
estimated to be up to 15% of all cancers. Finally, the 
requirement  for  a  positive  readout  for  ALT,  rather 
than  a  positive  readout  for  telomerase  activity  also 
renders  this  assay  not  as  suitable  as  those  directly 
measuring ALT activity. 
3. APBs are subsets of Promyelocytic leukaemia 
(PML)  bodies  that  are  punctate  regions  within  the 
nucleus where PML protein and proteins involved in 
DNA repair and replication concentrate. These bodies 
are  thought  to  be  sites  of  storage,  macromolecular 
processing and degradation and can be statically at-
tached to the nuclear matrix or mobile with varying 
sizes. APBs are defined by containing PML proteins, 
telomeric  DNA  sequences  and  telomere-protecting 
proteins  (termed  Shelterins  e.g.  TRF1  and  TRF2) 
within them. Detecting APBs by IHC and FISH is a 
simple and robust measure of ALT which can be used 
to score cell lines and TMAs. APBs vary in size with 
larger  foci  usually  increasing  during  conditions  of 
cellular  stress  and  cell  cycle  arrest  and  may  signal 
ALT cells with critically short telomeres. DNA dam-
age response (DDR) proteins are known to be present 
at  APBs  alongside  the  histone  marker  of  DSBs  - 
γH2AX. Indeed the APB foci that form using γH2AX 
and  TRF2  antibodies  have  been  termed  Telomere 
dysfunctional foci (TIFs) to reflect the fact that these 
are  recognised  as  perturbed  DNA  damaged  sites 
(Cesare and Reddel, 2010; Saharia et al 2010; Saharia 
et al, 2009).  
4. Finally, a recent report by Heaphy et al identi-
fied a 100% (19/19) perfect correlation between ALT+ 
status  and  occurrence  of  mutations  in  ATRX  and 
DAXX genes as judged by telomere FISH in pancreatic 
neuroendocrine  tumour  samples  (46).  Out  of  439 
samples across other cancers, 8/24 ALT+ cases were 
ATRX mutated and the other 16 ALT+ samples with 
no mutations detected did not have detectable levels 
of  protein.  Thus,  screening  for  ATRX/DAXX  muta-
tions/expression  may therefore be a surrogate ALT 
score  in  patient  tissues  and  may  represent  a  useful 
prognostic  and  predictive  biomarker  for  aligning 
drugs  that  inhibit  ALT  to  specific  patient  cohorts 
likely to respond. Indeed, the John’s Hopkins Univer-
sity from where the authors published this work has 
filed a patent application relating to the use of DAXX 
and ATRX mutations as diagnostic markers (46).  
Modelling the mechanisms of ALT 
Sufficiently long telomeres serve to protect the 
ends of chromosomes from DDR-mediated signalling 
whilst  also  providing  most  normal  cells  with  a  de- Journal of Cancer 2012, 3 
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fined lifespan once they reach a critically short length. 
However, their heterochromatic nature and the inter-
ference of DNA-protein complexes and higher-order 
DNA secondary structures (telomeres are G-rich re-
petitive  sequences  that  are  prone  to  form 
G-quadruplexes)  can  induce  frequent  replication 
pausing and so demand the activity of certain DDR 
pathways  under  normal  conditions.  Furthermore,  a 
fork stalled in telomeric repeats cannot be rescued by 
a converging fork since telomeres are replicated in a 
unidirectional  way.  Therefore,  telomerase-proficient 
cells utilise one or more forms of homologous recom-
bination (HR)-mediated replication fork resolution. In 
ALT  cells  without  functioning  telomerase,  HR  in 
various  forms  (template-driven  recombina-
tion-mediated  DNA  replication,  and/or 
break-induced  DNA  replication  (BIR)  –  pathways 
commonly  used  in  DDR  to  resolve  stalled  and  col-
lapsed replication forks) - has been modelled to prin-
cipally operate not only to resolve paused replication 
forks but to maintain and elongate telomeres. HR has 
only been studied in ALT cells under abnormal con-
ditions in which yeast, mouse and human cell lines 
have been genetically modified so it is difficult to as-
sess how ALT is switched on pathologically. Howev-
er, much has been learned over the past decade about 
the roles of the components of DDR that seem to be 
utilised  in  telomerase-positive  and  telomer-
ase-negative  cell  lines.  Without  telomerase  or  other 
telomere-capping/protecting  (shelterin)  components 
present, ALT is likely an unbalanced process of un-
regulated homologous telomere recombination events 
counteracting telomere shortening by using templates 
from the same telomere, a sister chromatid telomere 
or  other  chromosome,  or  extrachromosomal  t-circle 
DNA  common  in  ALT  cells  (10)  to  sustain  cellular 
survival indefinitely. 
The first evidence that ALT mechanisms involve 
recombination  processes  came  from  studies  of  Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae strains deficient in components of 
telomerase (TLC1 or EST1) (47,48). Most of these cells 
died but some clones emerged and were called type 1 
or type 2 survivors. Both were found to depend on 
RAD52  since  double  knock-outs  were  unviable. 
RAD52 is essential for double strand break repair by 
homologous  recombination.  Interestingly,  rare  colo-
nies from the double-knockout (tlc1/rad52) strain are 
rescued by also knocking out EXO1 (Maringele and 
Lydall 2004) revealing a possible inhibitory function 
of EXO1 in these ALT strains. Further and stronger 
evidence  for  a  recombination-based  mechanism  for 
ALT came from studies using plasmid integration into 
one telomeric region. The tagged DNA was seen to 
transfer from one telomere and increased in number 
to other chromosomal ends after a number of cell di-
visions (49). 
A variety of recombination-based models have 
now been proposed to describe how telomeres can be 
maintained  and  extended  without  functional  te-
lomerase activity (Figure 1 A and B). Unequal telo-
meric  sister  chromatid  exchange  (T-SCE)  has  been 
suggested to facilitate ALT (Figure 1B). This is sup-
ported by the fact that T-SCE is elevated in ALT+ cells 
as measured by CO-FISH (50). However, this model 
has  come  under  scrutiny  due  to  the  fact  that  there 
would not be any net gain in telomere length since 
one sister would elongate at the expense of the other. 
It is has therefore been suggested that perhaps if all 
the elongated telomeres were to be segregated into the 
daughter cell at the expense of the parental cell, une-
qual recombination might produce a net gain for the 
next generation. Another model has been suggested to 
get round this issue which proposes that break-induce 
replication (BIR) could do the job (Figure 1A) (51). BIR 
is  a  repair  mechanism  that  synthesises  DNA  up  to 
many kilobases away from a break site using a ho-
mologous  donor  template  (in  this  case  telomeric 
DNA) (see Figure 1A). As is seen in normal prolifera-
tive somatic cells, ALT cells are also characterized by 
the presence of extrachromosomal linear and circular 
telomere  DNA  molecules.  The  extrachromosomal 
t-circles  can  in  principle  be  utilized  as  homologous 
templates  for  HR-driven  telomere  elongation  or 
simply  undergo  rolling-circle-replication,  both 
mechanisms envisaged to facilitate ALT (Figure 1C). 
Recent evidence suggests that the latter mecha-
nism of ALT is used in normal somatic cells in a bal-
anced and controlled manner (52). Telomere shorten-
ing in normal cells not only occurs by gradual attrition 
but also by a faster form of telomere trimming (TT, 
also  known  as  telomere  rapid  deletion  –  TRD)  (52) 
and this occurs when HR resolves t-loops into t-circles 
and  much  shortened  linear  telomeres.  It  has  been 
proposed that this level of activity is increased in ALT 
cells in which TT is counteracted by elevated levels of 
HR-mediated  telomere  elongation.  This  would  ex-
plain the drastically varied length of telomeres and 
increased detection of t-circles in ALT cells and sug-
gests that subtle imbalances occurring in the regula-
tion of TT occurs between mortal and immortal states.  
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Figure 1. Proposed mechanisms of ALT. A) Break-induced replication. a and b models differ in timing of the lagging 
strand synthesis but both result in newly synthesized G and C rich strands on the recipient telomere without loss from the 
donor telomere. c shows a unidirectional replication fork establishing and following Holliday Junction resolution both donor 
and recipient telomeres experience semi-conservative replication. B) Telomeric-Sister Chromatid Exchange and C) Rolling 
circle and t-circle formation after t-loop resolution providing a linear DSB for subsequent HR-mediated invasion into 
homologous templates. 
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DNA damage response (DDR) components 
- roles in telomerase-positive and negative 
cells 
Many proteins  with specific roles  in  signalling 
global  DNA  damage  and  DNA  repair  have  been 
shown  to  locate  and  function  at  telomeres  in  te-
lomerase positive and negative cell lines (53) and im-
plicated in telomere length homeostasis and chromo-
some end protection (for a detailed review see (54). 
Since  it  is  known  that  persistent  DNA  damage  can 
elicit enhanced and deregulated DNA repair activity 
in cancer cells (55), it seems likely that recruitment of 
the DDR machinery in ALT cells represents a more 
subversive and unregulated form of activity at telo-
meres. However it must be stressed that, in fact, the 
roles  of  many  of  the  components  of  DDR  during 
normal TMMs still remain poorly understood.  
DNA damage signalling 
In  telomerase-positive  cells,  experimental  sup-
pression of the proteins known to facilitate telomere 
capping and mask the presence of a DSB at telomeric 
ends (termed Shelterins e.g. TRF2 and in some studies 
POT1) triggers a DDR. This is typified by ataxia tel-
angiectasia  mutant  (ATM)  kinase  au-
to-phosphorylation at S1981 – the master signaller for 
DSB repair; phosphorylation of H2AX (γ-H2AX) – the 
amplification signal for DSBs on chromatin and the 
recruitment of DNA repair factors including 53BP1, 
MDC1, Rad17, MRN complex (MRE11, RAD50, NBS1) 
and Rif1 (56,57). These telomeric sites are known as 
telomere dysfunction-induced foci (TIFs) and signal 
the presence of DSBs at chromosomal ends. Shortly 
afterwards cellular senescence and apoptosis ensues 
in  a  p53  and  Rb-dependent  manner.  These  experi-
mentally forced observations suggest that this occurs 
naturally  in  somatic  and  cancer  cells  that  approach 
stages of critically shortened telomeres. It is not sur-
prising therefore that the majority of ALT cell lines 
and  tumours  lack  normal  p53  and  Rb  tumour  sup-
pressor  functions  that  would  normally  trigger  cell 
death in response to persistent DSBs (58-60).  
Studies  show  that  ATM  and  PARP1-mediated 
DNA damage signalling is critical to the induction of 
cell death in cells with critically shortened telomeres 
and inhibition of PARP activity leads to the extension 
of  cellular  lifespan  (61).  In  telomerase-positive  cells 
with shortened telomeres or in ALT cells, the phos-
phorylated form of TRF2 - one of the telomere shel-
terin  proteins  -  concentrates  on  telomeres  and  it  is 
known  that  ATM  catalyses  this  (56,57).  However, 
since TRF2 is known to suppress the function of ATM 
at telomeres, the precise role of ATM is currently un-
clear. The individual roles of PARP1 and PARP2 at 
telomeres, which normally have roles in signalling the 
presence of single strand breaks in the genome, is also 
unclear. PARP1 and PARP2 are sporadically detected 
at  normal  telomeres  and  shortened  ones  and  can 
poly-ADP-ribosylate TRF2 which also removes TRF2 
from telomeres, possibly allowing access to DNA re-
pair proteins. PARP1 has been reported to colocalise 
with TRF2 in a telomerase-positive cell line, whereas 
PARP2 was shown to colocalise with TRF2 in an ALT 
cell line (62).  
MRE11, RAD50, NBS1 (MRN complex)  
Recruitment  of  MRN  is  an  early  DNA  repair 
event  at  shortened  telomeres  in  telomerase-positive 
and  negative  cell  lines  and  these  proteins  were  the 
first to be identified as necessary for ALT-mediated 
telomere  elongation  (10,63).  This  complex  tethers 
DNA ends, facilitates 5’ to 3’ resection of the DNA 
ends to create 3’ overhangs for strand invasion nec-
essary for HR (64) and it has been suggested that this 
activity  stabilises  telomere  loop  formation  (54).  In 
ALT cell lines, MRN locates in APBs and in turn re-
cruits  BRCA1.  MRN  is  also  required  for 
ATM-mediated phosphorylation of TRF1 and its dis-
sociation from telomeres in ALT and non-ALT cells, 
indicating  MRN’s  involvement  in  facilitating  HR 
events  at  shortened  telomeres  (65).  Inhibiting  MRN 
function  by  transient  or  long-term  repeated  siRNA 
transfection against either protein or over-expression 
of SP100 (a PML protein), results in telomere short-
ening but only to a certain length after prolonged in-
hibition when telomeres remained stable (63,66). This 
resulted in viable cell line progeny thereafter and may 
reflect either redundant pathways stepping in or in-
complete MRN depletion. 
Non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) 
DNA-PK,  which  consists  of  DNA-PKcs  and 
Ku70/80 subunits, interacts with telomerase, cataly-
ses NHEJ and represses normal telomeric HR activity 
– the predominant pathway suggested to be involved 
in ALT as previously discussed (67). Celli et al con-
clude that mammalian chromosome ends are highly 
susceptible  to  HR  and  NHEJ  together  with 
TRF1/TRF2 functions to repress HR-mediated sister 
chromatid  exchanges  operating  in  ALT.  Likewise, 
defects in HR facilitators like BRCA1 and BRCA2 have 
been reported to up-regulate NHEJ and this seems to 
be true at telomeres too as BRCA1 and BRCA2 defi-
cient  cells  display  gross  chromosomal  end-end  fu-
sions and instability (68). BRCA1 is known to regulate 
telomerase  via  its  transcriptional  regulation  activity 
and  it  colocalises  with  TRF2  in  telomerase-positive  Journal of Cancer 2012, 3 
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cell lines and within APBs of ALT cells, although its 
role in ALT is unclear since expression of a dominant 
negative mutant of BRCA1 results in increased telo-
mere  length  in  telomerase-positive  cells  but  not  in 
ALT cells (69).  
The formation of t-circles in ALT cells depends 
on  recombination  proteins  X-ray  repair 
cross-complementing 3 (XRCC3), NBS1 and Ku70/80 
and  down-regulation  of  either  one  of  these  factors 
causes a decrease in the levels of t-circles and growth 
suppression in these cells (70). Since XRCC3 is a pro-
tein that forms a complex with the Rad51 paralogue 
Rad51C  in  promoting  HR  (71)and  the  Ku  proteins 
facilitate NHEJ, it  seems  that a subtle and complex 
system involving both HR and NHEJ DSB pathways 
operate in t-circle formation. This complexity is high-
lighted by the fact that although Ku70/80 and NHEJ 
is known to be involved in telomerase-positive TMM, 
Li et al from Reddel’s lab showed that Ku70/80 de-
pleted human SAOS2 cells did not display the telo-
mere  deletions  observed  in  telomerase  positive  hu-
man cells lacking Ku70/80 and did not display any 
significant  difference  in  the  overall  distribution  of 
telomere  signals,  nor  any  increase  in  chromosomal 
instability compared to control ALT cells (70). Only 
t-circle  depletion  was  noted,  highlighting  the  pre-
dominant role of NHEJ in this particular mechanism 
of ALT. As mentioned earlier, recent evidence from 
Reddel’s  lab  suggests  that  t-circle  formation  results 
from the rapid telomere trimming (TT) process asso-
ciated  with  telomere  shortening  in  telomerase 
–positive  but  more  starkly  in  telomerase-negative 
ALT cells (52). In agreement with studies showing a 
role for XRCC3 in t-circle formation, Pickett et al also 
noted  that  XRCC3  depletion  resulted  in  an  almost 
complete loss of t-circles as measured by 2D-gel elec-
trophoresis. However, GEN1 depletion did not cause 
a reduction, the putative Holliday Junction resolving 
HR protein, further supporting a model that describes 
only the involvement NHEJ and separate activities of 
certain  HR  components/subpathways  in  facilitating 
ALT. 
Homologous recombination (HR)  
Many DNA repair proteins involved in HR are 
found at normal and dysfunctional telomeres but are 
particularly active in ALT, as previously discussed. In 
addition  to  HR  components  like  Rad52  and  MRN 
highlighted  already,  BLM  is  one  of  five  known 
ATPase-driven RecQ family helicases that possesses 
3-5’  DNA  unwinding  activity,  Holliday  Junction 
branch migration and single stranded DNA annealing 
activity.  These  activities  are  required  for  resolving 
stalled and collapsed replication forks and this may be 
operative in advance of or behind a telomeric replica-
tion fork. In ALT cells, BLM is known to colocalise 
with TRF1 and TRF2 at telomeres in S-phase which 
supports such a function. WRN is another RecQ hel-
icase  which  possesses  exonuclease  activity  and  can 
interact  with  DNA-PKcs,  RPA,  MRN  and  Rad51  in 
response to DSBs. WRN normally functions to repress 
inappropriate  recombination  such  as  T-SCE  impli-
cated in ALT and is thought to unwind DNA to in-
fluence telomerase access to the 3’ overhang at the end 
of telomeres. However, WRN is also found in APBs in 
ALT cells alongside TRF1 and TRF2 in S-phase where 
it  is  thought  T-loops  require  resolution  to  promote 
telomere elongation. Knocking down HR components 
including Rad51D, MUS81, BLM or FANCA/D2 by 
RNAi dramatically shortens telomeres in ALT+ cells 
and  is  associated  with  reduced  cell  survival 
(26)(10,27-29).  RTEL  is  a  DNA  helicase  thought  to 
operate with BLM and Mus81 in resolving recombi-
nation intermediates and was first cloned by Ding et 
al in 2004 and named Regulator of Telomere length 
since Rtel(-/-) embryonic stem cells showed telomere 
loss  and  displayed  many  chromosome  breaks  and 
fusions  upon  differentiation  in  vitro  (72).  It  is  cur-
rently  unknown  if  RTEL  functions  in  telomer-
ase-deficient  cells  but  this  would  not  be  surprising 
considering  the  fact  that  other  RecQ  helicases  have 
associated functions in ALT. 
Nucleases involved in telomere maintenance 
and ALT 
Since  MRE11  is  intricately  involved  in  ALT 
mechanisms  and  is  known  to  regulate  NHEJ  and 
BRCA1 activity during HR at stalled replication forks 
(HR) (73-75), it would be interesting to know if other 
DSB repair components that are particularly associ-
ated with resolving stalled and collapsed DNA repli-
cation forks are associated with telomeric DNA. For 
instance, Metnase and FAN1 are nucleases that facili-
tate these replication processes (76-79) and it is con-
ceivable  that  such  activities  could  promote 
ALT-dependent TMMs. Other DNA repair nucleases 
such as ERCC1/XPF, Mus81 and FEN1 are known to 
operate at telomeres. ERCC1 and its partner nuclease 
XPF is responsible for cleaving the 5’ end of bubble 
structures  present  after  nucleotide  excision  repair 
initiates  DNA  unwinding  of  damaged  DNA. 
ERCC1/XPF  also  cleaves  the  G-strand  overhangs 
present at uncapped telomeres which generate sub-
strates for NHEJ in telomerase-positive cells and it is 
thought that ERCC1/XPF prevents  incorrect recom-
bination  during  chromosome  division.  This  is  sup-
ported by studies showing dividing ERCC1/XPF de-
ficient  cells  accumulating  small  pieces  of  telomeric  Journal of Cancer 2012, 3 
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DNA  called  telomeric  DNA-containing  double 
minutes  (TDMs)  which  result  from  recombination 
between telomeres and similar sequences elsewhere 
on a chromosome (80).  
Mus81, FEN1 and WRN (a RecQ helicase which 
also possesses nuclease activity) are structure-specific 
nucleases known to function in ALT and function in 
lagging-strand DNA replication, HR and the restart of 
stalled replication forks. Both FEN1 and MUS81 have 
been found to localize to telomeres in ALT cells dur-
ing the G2 phase when HR of telomeric DNA is more 
likely to occur and are known to be required for te-
lomere  stability  in  ALT  cells  (27).  Knocking  down 
MUS81 or FEN1 by RNAi dramatically shortens te-
lomeres in ALT+ cells and is associated with reduced 
cell survival (26)(10,27-29). Since MUS81 is an endo-
nuclease that cleaves various DNA substrates during 
HR and is required for the survival of cells undergo-
ing aberrant replication and recombination (81-83), it 
is not surprising that studies show a role for MUS81 in 
ALT.  FEN1  is  another  structure-specific  endo-  and 
exonuclease  that  preferentially  cleaves  5’-flap  DNA 
substrates and is therefore required for the final steps 
of long-patch base excision repair which resolves sin-
gle strand breaks and base lesions (84). It is also active 
in normal DNA replication where it processes Oka-
zaki fragments on the lagging DNA strand (85). Since 
we know telomeres can be dramatically shortened by 
trimming, loss of Mus81, FEN1 or WRN may acceler-
ate this process as cells lose the ability to resolve dif-
ficulties  encountered  during  DNA  replication.  This 
may  be  particularly  pertinent  at  telomeres  of  te-
lomerase-deficient cells in which G-rich quadruplexes 
are especially difficult to replicate. FEN1 and WRN 
directly interact in lagging strand replication, HR and 
the  restart  of  stalled  replication  forks  (86)  and  the 
FEN1/WRN telomere-loss phenotype can be rescued 
by exogenously expressing telomerase (87). However, 
WRN  promotes  t-circle  formation  in  TRF2-positive 
ALT cells and associates with other telomere shelterin 
proteins  and  in  APBs  (88-90),  but  WRN  deficiency 
leads,  in  fact,  to  stimulation  of  ALT  in  telomer-
ase-negative mouse cells (91). This suggests that WRN 
functions in telomerase-positive cells to control reso-
lution  of  perturbed  replication  forks  but  restricts 
HR-mediated  processes  required  for  ALT-mediated 
telomere elongation.  
Structural maintenance of chromosome pro-
teins in ALT 
Inter-twinings  between  sister  chromatids  are 
produced by the DNA replication process and since 
replication  forks  connect  sister  chromatids,  incom-
plete DNA replication impairs chromosome segrega-
tion. The SMC5/6 SUMO E3 ligase complex is one of 
three structural maintenance of chromosome (SMC) 
complexes within eukaryotic cells which function in 
relieving these torsional stresses by post translational 
modification of proteins including those involved in 
telomere capping (92). Since replication fork stalling is 
common at telomeres, a number of studies associate 
Smc5/6  with  repair  of  stalled/collapsed  replication 
forks especially in telomerase-defective ALT cells (92). 
Potts and Yu reported a role for the SMC5/6 complex 
in the maintenance of telomeres in human ALT cells 
(93). Smc5/6 depletion in ALT cells inhibits telomere 
recombination, causing telomere shortening and cell 
senescence.  These  studies  uncovered  a  role  for  the 
complex in sumoylating components of the telomere 
shelterin complex, including TRF1, TRF2, RAP1, and 
TIN1, and facilitating telomere recruitment or reten-
tion within APBs. More recently, Chavez et al utilized 
S. cerevisiae to determine the roles of sumoylation in 
telomerase-deficient mutants during senescence and 
demonstrated  that  sumoylation-deficient  telomer-
ase-null cells senesce at an elevated rate (94). Senes-
cent cells deficient in SMC5/6-mediated sumoylation 
exhibited elevated levels of recombination intermedi-
ates selectively at their telomere ends and the authors 
conclude  that  this  may  serve  to  ensure  the  faithful 
completion of template switch recombination. Thus, 
Smc5/6  appears  to  counteract  accumulation  of  HR 
structures at telomeres in senescing telomerase nega-
tive yeast cells (92). 
Epigenetic regulation at telomeres and in 
ALT 
Telomeres  are  generally  tightly  packed  hetero-
chromatic regions of the genome, and are less active 
in  transcription  than  the  more  open  and  transcrip-
tionally active euchromatic regions that usually rep-
licate first in S-phase of the cell cycle (95). Thus, telo-
meres  are  enriched  with  histone  modifications  (e.g. 
methylation of H3K9, K27, K20) that remodel chro-
matin to promote tighter conformations that are more 
silent  and  protected.  Specifically,  tri-methylation  of 
histone  H3K9  (H3K9me3)  by  Suv39H1/2  methyl-
transferases  facilitates  heterochromatin  Protein  -1 
(HP1)  to  promote  transcriptional  silencing.  Murine 
SUV39H1/2  deficiency  and  subsequent  loss  of 
H3K9me3  at  telomeres  respectively,  results  in  telo-
mere  elongation  (96).  Likewise,  over-expression  of 
Dot1  (Disruptor  of  Telomeres-1  discovered  in  yeast 
with known homolog in humans), results in hyper-
methylated  H3K79  at  telomeres  and  also  results  in 
telomere elongation (95-97). 
DNA itself can be methylated in heterochromatic 
regions  which  tend  to  be  rich  in  CpG  dinucleotide  Journal of Cancer 2012, 3 
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sequences  and  DNA  methyltransferases  (DNMT3A 
and  B)  perform  these  functions  following 
semi-conservative DNA replication. Mouse deficient 
in  DNMT1  or  3A/B  show  loss  of  telomere  CpG 
methylation  and  also  display  elongated  telomeres. 
However  unlike  in  humans,  only  mouse  telomeric 
DNA has been shown to be rich in CpGs (98). SIRT1 is 
the human homolog of yeast Sir2 deacetylase (type III 
histone  deacetylase),  a  component  of  the  silent  in-
formation  regulator  (SIR)  complex  encompassing 
Sir2/Sir3/Sir4. Increasing evidence suggests a major 
role  for  SIRT1  in  DDR.  SIRT1  is  recruited  to  the 
chromatin  upon  different  DNA  damage  insults, 
where it promotes efficient repair of DSBs by HR (99). 
SIRT1  deacetylates  WRN  (100)(101,102)  and  Nbs1 
(103,104) and in so doing inhibits Nbs1 phosphoryla-
tion  and  modulates  its  S-phase  checkpoint  activity 
(105).  Yeast  Sir2  is  recruited  to  telomeres  through 
Rap1  and  this  complex  spreads  into  subtelomeric 
DNA  via  histone  deacetylation.  Human  SIRT1  has 
been  shown  to  be  a  positive  regulator  of  telomere 
length in vivo and attenuates telomere shortening in 
telomerase-positive  cells  (106).  It  is  currently  un-
known if Sirtuins are involved in ALT, however, due 
to its promotery roles in HR, it would not at all be 
surprising. 
As mentioned earlier, Heaphy et al identified a 
100%  (19/19)  correlation  between  ALT+  status  and 
occurrence of mutations in ATRX and DAXX genes in 
pancreatic neuroendocrine tumour samples (46). Out 
of 439 samples across other cancers 8/8 ALT+ cases 
were ATRX mutated and a further 16 ALT+ samples 
had no detectable ATRX/DAXX protein. Exons 2-19 
of  ATRX  were  also  homozygously  deleted  in  the 
prototypical ALT+ cell line U2OS and this produced 
no  detectable  ATRX  protein  by  immunolabeling. 
ATRX is a member of the SWI/SNF family of chro-
matin remodelers and possesses ATPase-driven DNA 
helicase  activity.  This  unwinding  function  may  be 
particular  active  at  telomeres  since  recent  studies 
show a cell cycle regulated role for ATRX in hetero-
chromatin  assembly  at  repetitive  G-rich  regions. 
These studies revealed that ATRX and DAXX associ-
ated with the histone variant H3.3 and shown to be 
required for the localization of H3.3 at telomeres and 
for  the  repression  of  telomeric  RNA  in  mouse  em-
bryonic  stem  cells  (107-109).  Precise  roles  of  ATRX 
and DAXX in ALT however are currently unknown. 
The choice between ALT and telomerase 
reactivation in cancer 
Since ALT is well known to be enriched in sar-
comas, it has been suggested that ALT tends to occur 
in cells of mesenchymal origin in which perhaps te-
lomerase may be more tightly controlled (110). Recent 
experimental  evidence  supports  this  notion.  Domi-
nant  negative  mutant  telomerase  transfection  in 
bladder T24 cells resulted in a switch towards ALT (as 
measured by APB foci) after the 27th passage in cul-
ture and this was associated with a change in gene 
expression and morphology concomitant with epithe-
lial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) (111), a transi-
tion  common  during  disease  progression.  Sarcomas 
are  cancerous  tumours  generally  of  mesenchymal 
origin and form in the connective tissues of muscle, 
tendon, fat, blood vessels, or other soft tissues of the 
body (lymph nodes, nerves, and tissues around joints) 
with the legs, stomach, arms and trunk being the most 
common sarcoma sites (See Figure 2). However, ALT 
is also found commonly in certain types of CNS tu-
mors, neuroendocrine tumors and testicular germ cell 
tumors. Thus, it may not be so much that ALT is a 
mesenchymal trait per se, rather it may just be difficult 
for most cancers of epithelial tissues to engage ALT 
(10). It is tempting to speculate that as mesenchymal 
connective tissue originates from the highest embry-
onic potential of stem cells (112) and that telomerase 
activity is highly active in early mammalian embryo-
genesis (11,12), the robust silencing of telomerase that 
follows upon completion of embryogenesis may per-
sist  much  more  strongly  in  mesenchymal  tissue 
through  to  adulthood  than  other  tissues  that  never 
required such strong silencing. 
It  was  reported  that  telomerase  is  actively  re-
pressed at the chromatin level in ALT cell lines (113). 
Later, the same group uncovered a hiearchical gene 
cluster of 297 up and down regulated genes from a 
global gene expression profile of mesenchymal lipo-
sarcoma cell lines and tumour tissue that may func-
tion  to  repress  telomerase  activity  and  activate  an 
ALT  pathway  (114).  Lower  c-Myc  activity  in 
ALT-positive cells was one gene highlighted, which is 
consistent with the fact that c-Myc is a known hTERT 
transcriptional  activator  (115).  It  would  be  particu-
larly interesting to know if a common ALT gene sig-
nature, if one exists across all ALT tumours, together 
with  certain  epigenetic  imbalances  that  might  be 
prevalent in ALT tumours, may commonly enhance 
or  bias  towards  HR-mediated  responses  to  stalled 
replication forks or DSBs. 
Recent  evidence  suggests  that  cancer  cells  just 
entering the point of crisis with some remaining long 
telomeres  present  on  their  chromosomes  are  more 
likely  to  undergo  ALT  than  telomerase  activation 
(116).  This  is  based  on  the  observation  that  longer 
telomeres in yeast type II survivors (good models for 
human ALT sharing similar characteristics) are pref-
erential  substrates  for  recombination.  The  authors  Journal of Cancer 2012, 3 
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speculate  that  mutations  in  cancer  cells  that  cause 
crisis  with  remaining  long  telomeres  will  drive  an 
immortal route via ALT. It would be interesting to see 
if ATRX/DAXX mutations, recently identified to track 
100% with ALT (46,117), are indeed associated with 
longer telomeres at the ends of some of the chromo-
somes in these cells. 
Disease linkage 
Many  studies  across  various  tumour  biopsies 
over  the  past  two  decades  have  culminated  in  the 
estimation that 85-90% of all human tumours utilise 
telomerase  activity  (10,14,40,118-123).  However,  the 
presence of ALT in tumours has not been extensively 
examined across a large tissue array under the same 
assay conditions. Recently, an ambitious survey ana-
lysed over 6000 tissue samples scoring for ALT using 
FISH to probe for APB foci (124,125). Overall, 3.7% of 
tissues  in  that  study  were  determined  to  be 
ALT-positive  which  is  lower  than  previously  esti-
mated. However, despite  this  large study, ALT has 
not been screened within large enough cohorts within 
individual cancer subtypes to give an overall accurate 
estimation of ALT across disease and this will require 
further screening at centres where sufficient biopsies 
are collected and scored under the same conditions, 
especially  in  large  cohorts  of  previously  identified 
enriched ALT segments. That aside, the overall spread 
of ALT across the board (see Table 1) was in agree-
ment with previous findings (25,126-135).  
 
 
Table 1: Tumour types in which ALT was detected in this survey, in descending order of prevalence (124,125) (see also 
Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Malignancies prevalent in ALT. Black text in circles denote sarcomas most prevalent in ALT (>20% of those 
tested on average). Black text in boxes denote the main tumours in which ALT has been detected to a significant degree of 
frequency (>20% of those tested on average). Grey text in boxes indicate subsets where ALT has been detected but to a 
lesser degree (<20% and >4% and these make up the rest of the top-10 most ALT prevalent cancer cases. See text for detailed 
breakdown  of  ALT  in  each  subtype.  (Adapted  from  the  Massachussets  Ganeral  Hospital  sarcoma  website: 
http://www2.massgeneral.org/cancerresourceroom/types/pedi/illustrations/sarcoma.asp) 
 
 
The  accumulated  evidence  from  previous 
studies that have focussed on one particular cancer 
subtype using limited numbers of TMA samples have 
reported  similar  prevalences  of  ALT  as  has  been 
documented  in  this  recent  survey.  However,  a 
particular study highlighted ALT prevelance in 38% 
(17/42) of cases of gastric carcinoma tissues analysed 
(136). This does not seem to be in concordance with  Journal of Cancer 2012, 3 
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Heaphy et al’s survey in which no occurences of ALT 
in  155  samples  of  gastric  adenocarcinoma  were 
detected. This may reflect the fact most samples were 
adenocarcinomas of the stomach and these might not 
utilise ALT as commonly as other gastric carcinomas. 
Omori et al also saw ALT frequency to be even higher 
in  tissues  scored  as  having  microsattelite  instability 
(mismatch repair deficient) although the mechanism 
connecting ALT with MSI is currently unknown. 
Perhaps surprisingly, another recent study  has 
identified a particularly high prevalence of ALT (32%) 
in Wilm’s Tumour (WT) samples (paediatric nephro-
blastoma of the kidney) – one of the most common 
solid  tumours  of  childhood  (137).  Many  paediatric 
tumours over-express telomerase. Thus, many studies 
of  WT  and  other  paediatric  malignancies  have  fo-
cused  on  telomerase  over-activation  (138-140).  This 
paediatric  tumour  seems  to  activate  ALT  quite  fre-
quently. However, since these tumours contain a mix 
of epithelial and  mesenchymal tissue  –  its  gene ex-
pression  profile  resembling  the  earliest  epithelial  to 
mesenchymal transitory (EMT) stage – this prompted 
the authors to investigate ALT in WT which to their 
knowledge had not been done previously. Therefore 
the  mesenchymal  status  of  WT  may  provide  the 
driver for ALT in this disease as previously discussed. 
Alternatively,  a  pattern  may  be  emerging  in  which 
paediatric malignancies may be particular prevalent 
in ALT, recently highlighted in paediatric verses adult 
glioblastoma multiforme (see Table 1). One possible 
reason for this could be that a recent and robust si-
lencing of telomerase activity following embryogene-
sis may provide a vulnerable time frame for ALT to 
take  over  under  such  telomerase  repressed  condi-
tions.  Accordingly,  late  onset  telomerase-positive 
tumours  might  take  advantage  of  gradually  more 
relaxed  telomerase-silencing  mechanisms,  perhaps 
after  an  accumulation  of  precluding  mutations  that 
contribute to telomerase reactivation. It would be in-
teresting to know the ALT prevalence in other ear-
ly-onset paediatric malignancies. 
Figure  2  illustrates  the  most  frequent 
ALT-bearing tumour types currently documented in 
the  literature  and  incorporates  previously  docu-
mented highly prevalent subsets into the findings of 
the most recent and comprehensive survey published 
this year. It represents a large collection of broad tu-
mour types, many of which are rare niche segments 
and others more common, but most tend to have par-
ticularly high unmet medical needs. Therefore, drug 
discovery programs aimed at targeting specific ALT 
components will be of significant clinical value in the 
pursuit of developing personalized healthcare medi-
cines in particularly difficult to treat cancer subsets. 
Concluding remarks 
The pathways and specific components of ALT 
represent extremely attractive targets for therapeutic 
intervention in cancers that thwart telomere erosion 
independently  of  telomerase  activity.  To  this  end, 
factors such as redundancy and telomerase reactiva-
tion must be considered as possible challenges in the 
future.  However,  the  rapid  shortening  of  telomeres 
seen when ALT is inhibited in ALT-positive tumour 
cell lines and the clear steer towards specific tumour 
types prevalent in ALT provide exciting therapeutic 
opportunities with defined lines of site to the clinic. 
As more studies that focus on the specific mechanisms 
involved in ALT help us to understand exactly why 
certain tumours become dependent on it for survival, 
we  will  move  ever  closer  to  developing  effective 
therapies designed to deliver mortal blows to these 
specific cancers subtypes. 
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